Two-hybrid fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy detects protein-protein interactions in vivo.
Fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) uses the correlated motion of two distinct fluorophores to detect their interaction. Whereas FCCS has been used with chemically or genetically labeled interaction partners in vitro, FCCS has never been demonstrated in vivo between two autofluorescent proteins. At least one reaction partner was always chemically labeled. Fos and Jun, two components of the AP-1 transcription factor, are known to exert their function as a dimer and can therefore serve as a reference for dimer formation. Expressing fusion proteins between Fos and the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), as well as Jun and the monomeric red fluorescent protein 1 (mRFP1) in HeLa cells, we show here, for the first time, in vivo FCCS detection of protein-protein interactions. The mobility of the dimerized species is slow, indicating that DNA-binding might stabilize dimerization. The technique has rich potential applications for the rapid screening of protein-protein interactions in vivo, which are able to clarify events during the whole life of cells.